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Abstract 
Juhasz, I. and Z. Szentmiklossy, Sequential compactness versus pseudo-radiality in compact 
spaces, Topology and its Applications 50 (1993) 47-53. 
Strengthening a result of Sapirovskii we prove that if 2” 5 wz then sequential compactness implies 
pseudo-radiality in compact Tz spaces, moreover we show that the failure of this implication is 
consistent with 2” = wj. We also prove that if a compact Tz space X is not pseudo-radial then 
there is a Y c X with ( Y/ < c such that Y is not pseudo-radial. Finally, sequential compactness 
implies pseudo-radiality in compact spaces of countable tightness if either MA (a-centered) holds 
or w, Cohen reals are added to any ground model. 
Keywords: Sequentially compact, pseudo-radial. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54A25, 54A35, 54D30; secondary 54A20. 
Let us start by recalling that a space X is sequentially compact if every (ordinary) 
sequence {x, : n E W}S X has a convergent subsequence, while X is pseudo-radial 
if every nonclosed set H c X has a well-ordered subsequence {x, : CI E K}C H such 
that x,, converges to a point xr~ H. In [6] the following remarkable result was 
announced: If CH holds then every compact T2 space that is sequentially compact 
is also pseudo-radial. For a (countably) compact T2 space X, as is easy to see, 
sequential compactness is equivalent to the following condition: every nonclosed 
countable set H c X has a subsequence {x n : n E w} c H converging out of H (i.e., 
to a point x G H), which is just the restriction of pseudo-radiality to countable sets, 
making the above equivalence even more striking. 
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In what follows we strengthen further this result by e.g. showing that the 
equivalence is actually valid under 2” = c s w2. Moreover, we will show that the 
failure of this equivalence is at least consistent with 2” = c = w3. 
Our set-theoretical and topological notation is mostly standard, see [I, 21. We 
call a set H c X radially closed in the space X if no well-ordered sequence (or 
chain net) {x a : a E K} = H may converge out of H (i.e., to a point x g H) and for 
any A c X we let A’ denote the radial closure of A, i.e., the smallest radially closed 
set containing A. Note that a space X is pseudo-radial iff every radially closed set 
in X is closed, i.e., iff A’= A for any A c X. Compact T2 spaces that are sequentially 
compact will be called, for short, CSC spaces. 
For any infinite cardinal K we denote by K- the predecessor of K. More precisely, 
if K = A+ then K- = A and if K is a limit cardinal then K- = K. We shall abbreviate 
(K-)- by K-*. 
Now we come to a simple but basic new concept that will play a fundamental 
role in what follows. 
Definition. If H is a nonclosed set in a space X then we set 
A (H, X) = min{h : 3 a (closed) Gh set K with K n H = 0 and K n I? # 0). 
Note that we trivially have A(H, X) = A (H, fi). 
Clearly, if X is compact T2 and K is a closed G, set which shows that A (H, X) = A 
then there is a sequence of points {x0 : a E A} c H that “converges” to K in the 
sense that every open set containing K also contains a final segment of the sequence 
{x, : (Y E A}. Hence if K is a singleton, K = {x}, then x, +x, hence H is not radially 
closed. Moreover, if A (H, X) = w (or even if cf(A (H, X)) = w) and X is sequentially 
compact then this sequence has a subsequence converging to a point of K, hence 
H is not even sequentially closed. 
Already this simple observation has some interesting consequences: 
Theorem 1. Let X be a CSC space such that every (nonempty) closed set F c X has 
a point p with x(p, F) s w, . Then X is pseudo-radial. 
Proof. Indeed, let H c X be a radially closed set, we may of course assume that 
X = R If H were not closed, then by our above remark we had 
A=A(H,X)>w, 
so let 0 # F c X\H be a closed GA-set establishing this. Now, if p E F satisfies 
x( P, F) s ~1 then {p} is also a GA-set and thus witnesses A( H, X) = A. Hence, by 
the above remark, p is the limit of a A-sequence of points from H. But this contradicts 
the radial closedness of H. 0 
By the Tech-PospiSil theorem the condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied if /XI< 2”2, 
moreover it is conjectured in [3] that it is also satisfied by compact spaces of 
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countable tightness. In fact, this conjecture was shown to hold in models obtained 
by adding w, Cohen reals to any ground model, see [4]. 
Now, the above trivial, but useful, lower bound for h (Z-Z, X) for a radially closed 
but not closed set H in a CSC space will be coupled with an upper bound (over 
the class CSC) that will lead to our main results. It is quite surprising that any 
upper bound would exist at all! To get it we prove a lemma on CSC spaces that is 
interesting in itself, too. 
Lemma 2. For every CSC space X there is a h < c and a sequence {H,, : n E o} of 
nonempty closed G,-sets that converges to some point p E X. 
Proof. Assume, indirectly, that the statement of our lemma fails for some CSC 
space X. By transfinite induction on (Y E c we are going to define a sequence 
{Hz : n E co} of nonempty closed qni+_,-sets as follows. 
Let us first fix an enumeration {A a : a E c} = [w]~ of all infinite subsets of w. For 
(Y = 0 we let {H”, : n E w} be any disjoint collection of closed G, sets in X. Now 
assume that cz > 0 and for every p E (Y we have already defined the nonempty closed 
Gai+w-sets Hf: in such a way that the following inductive hypothesis is satisfied: if 
y</3 then H1;xHE for each nEo. 
If (Y is a limit ordinal then we may simply put Hz = n{Hf:: /3 E a}. If, on the 
other hand (Y = p + 1, then we first consider the sequence { Hf : n E AP} of nonempty 
closed Gjpl+,,,-sets which, b y our indirect assumption, cannot converge to any point 
p E X. By the (countable) compactness of X we may then pick two distinct accumula- 
tion points, say go and q’, of this sequence, i.e., points whose every neighbourhood 
meets H! for infinitely many n E A,. We can choose closed Gfi-sets K” and K’ that 
are disjoint in such a way that K i contains q’ in its interior for i E 2, and disjoint 





H:, if n E w\( B” u B’). 
Clearly, this induction goes through for all LY E c and by the inductive hypothesis 
(and the compactness of X) for each n E w we may pick a point p,, E n{ Hz : a E c}. 
We claim that the sequence {p n : n E w}, has no convergent subsequence, and this 
will contradict that X is sequentially compact. 
Now, for any /3 E c by our construction we have that for infinitely many n E A,, 
namely for n E B’, p,, E Ht+’ c K i, where the sets K”, K’ are disjoint closed sets, 
showing that the subsequence {p n : n E A,} does not converge. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 0 
We can now turn to the above promised result on the upper bound for A (H, X). 
Main Lemma 3. Zf X is a CSC space and H c X is radially closed and not closed then 
w<cf(h(H,X))<h(H,X)<c-. 
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Proof. The first inequality has already been established, so we only have to prove 
the third one. Again we may assume that H is dense in X, i.e., ti = X. Put A = A (H, X) 
and let K be a closed GA-set establishing that A(H, X) = A, i.e., 0# K c X\H. 
Assume, indirectly, that A 2 c-. Applying Lemma 2 to K we can get a sequence 
{H,, : n E LO} of closed G,-sets in K with F < c, hence p 5 A, and a point p E K such 
that the sequence {H, . n E w} converges to the point p. Now, since p s A, the sets 
H,, are also G,,-sets in X, hence they also witness A (H, X) = A, thus by our introduc- 
tory remark we can select for each n E w a A-sequence {q,,+ : LY E A} of points of H 
that converges to H,,. 
For any fixed LY E A let us pick an accumulation point pm E H of the sequence 
I%n : n E w}. This is possible because X is sequentially compact and H is sequen- 
tially closed. We claim that the A-sequence { pu . (Y E A} converges to the point p E H, 
contradicting that H is radially closed. 
Let U be an arbitrary neighbourhood of p, then for all but finitely many n E w 
we have H, c U. But for every such n there is a final segment of the A-sequence 
{q,,+ : (Y E A} contained in U, consequently, by cf(A) > w there is an LY”E A such that 
{%?,a : a~A\a,,}c U 
holds whenever H,, c U, i.e., for all but finitely many n E w. But then for every 
cy E A\a, we have 
pa E {qn,n : H, = Ul = u, 
and this shows that {pa . (Y E A} indeed converges top, and the proof is completed. 0 
From the Main Lemma we immediately obtain the next result. 
Theorem 4. If 2” = c G w2 then every CSC space is pseudo-radial. 
The following result shows that, at least consistently, Theorem 4 is sharp. 
Theorem 5. It is consistent with 2” = w, that there is a CSC space which is not 
pseudo-radial. 
Proof. It is known that 2” = wj is consistent with MA plus the fact that the closed 
unbounded filter %? on w, has a base of size w2 (see [5]), in fact any standard CCC 
forcing that yields 2“’ = w3 plus MA from a model of GCH will have this property. 
We shall show that the required space always exists under these conditions. 
Indeed, let 9 = (0, : a E w2} be a collection of club sets in w, that generates %‘. 
For DE 9 let (8,: Y E w,} be its increasing enumeration and set 
AD = U<[&, &v+,): v E ml>. 
We also put 
6={A 0: DE 9}. 
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Let 93 be the Boolean subalgebra of P(w,) generated by 
6 u {[O, a) = cr: Ly E w,}. 
(We wrote here [0, a) to emphasize that it is considered as an initial segment rather 
than an element of w, .) 
We claim that the Stone space X = St( 93) of this Boolean algebra 3 is as required. 
First, to see that X is CSC note that w(X) = /%I = o2 and under MA,,, and even 
MA,, (v-centered), every compact space of character at most w2 is sequentially 
compact (see e.g. [7]). Thus it only remains to show that X is not pseudo-radial. 
To see this, let H =U{[CY]: cr E w,}, where [a] denotes the basic clopen set in 
St(B) of all ultrafilters containing (Y = [0, a). Then H is clearly not closed in X, 
being a strictly increasing union of open sets, however we claim that H is radially 
closed. Since H is also an w,-type increasing union of closed sets this will clearly 
follow if we can show that no w,-type sequence may converge out of H. 
Assume, indirectly, that S = {pV: v E w,}= H were such a sequence. Then 
ISn[a]JGJ for each a E w,, hence by passing to a suitable subsequence we may 
assume the existence of a sequence A = {a,, : v E w,} c w, such that 
PYE[Q “+,\a”1 = [~“III\[~VI 
for every v E 0,. Then A’, the derived set of A in the order topology on o,, is a 
club subset of w, hence there is some D E 93 with D c A’. Clearly, if D = { 6,, : v E w,} 
is the increasing enumeration of D then for every v E w, there is some p E w, with 
(yfi,+l \ap = [a,, (yp,+I I= CL &+,I = &+I\&, 
hence by our definition of the set AI:, we have 
~Sn[A,lI=ISn[w,\A,ll=wl. 
This, however, shows that S may not converge to any point in X since S has at 
least two points of complete accumulation. 
This completes the proof. 0 
As we have noted in the introduction, Theorem 5 may be considered to state that 
the restriction of pseudo-radiality to countable sets does not imply full pseudo- 
radiality in compact spaces, at least consistently. The next result, that is also a 
straightforward consequence of our Main Lemma, on the other hand does say that 
a compact T2 space is pseudo-radial if all “small” subspaces of it are, with “small” 
meaning something else than countable. 
Theorem 6. If a compact T2 space X is not pseudo-radial then there is a Y c X with 
)Yl<cand IYIsc-’ such that p is not pseudo-radial. 
Proof. If X is not sequentially compact then, as we have noted, there is even a 
countable Y c X such that Y is radially closed but not closed, and since w < c and 
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w s c-’ we are done. If, on the other hand, X is a CSC space then for any radially 
closed but not closed H c X we have by the Main Lemma that A = A (H, X) < c-, 
hence A < ce2 and A < c, thus there is a sequence Y = { ya : (Y E A} c H that converges 
to a nonempty set K c X\ H. But then y is indeed not pseudo-radial because p n H 
is radially closed but not closed. 0 
The argument used in the second half of the above proof also yields the following 
result. 
Theorem 7. Assume MA (u-centered). 7hen for every countable set Yin a CSC space 
X we have Y’= c 
Proof. Suppose that H = p is not closed then by the Main Lemma there is a 
nonempty closed GA-set K for A = A(H, X) such that K = X\H and K n y=0. 
Since then ,y(K, X) = A < c, it is well known (see e.g. [7]) that MA (a-centered) 
implies the existence of a subsequence {y, : n E w} c Y that converges to K. But X 
is also sequentially compact, hence we may actually assume that {y, : n E w} conver- 
ges to a point in K, and this contradicts that H is radially closed. 0 
As a corollary of this we immediately obtain the following result. 
Theorem 8. If MA (a-centered) holds then every CSC space of countable tightness is 
pseudo-radial. 
Clearly in Theorems 7 and 8 the assumption of MA (a-centered) may be relaxed 
to MA, (g-centered) if c = K++. 
Let us end this paper by formulating some open problems. 
The first and perhaps most interesting is the one left open by Theorem 5. 
Problem 9. Is there in ZFC + 2” 2 w3 an example of a nonpseudo-radial CSC space? 
Problem 10. Is it provable in ZFC that every CSC space of countable tightness is 
pseudo-radial? 
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